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Society Notice Board
Editor’s Comments:
Chaos reigns again…well so says the hysterical media reporting, just because it snowed in London for
one day !! As I write, even the forecast follow-up blizzards never materialised and for most of the country
life goes on as normal. For those of us of less tender years, it always snowed in a normal winter and
quite regularly. I won’t even mention that it can snow on and off for months in the higher parts of Britain,
particularly up here in Scotland…but of course that’s normal and rarely mentions a report, as it should
be. I often wonder what education we would have got had the schools shut every time a snowflake fell, I
certainly don’t remember ever missing school due to bad weather, but remember ploughing through
deep snow walking to school. That’s my rant over..!! If anyone captured any good railway snow scenes,
please email me for inclusion next month.
Another busy month around the rail system with, as mentioned last month, DB Schenker starting to
assert it’s identity in Britain with 59206 being re-liveried into red. Whether connected with the new regime
or the severe downturn in traffic, all but 17 Cl.60s are now mothballed…it was only recently that a major
refurbishment programme was being muted. Difficult if you want to see them, they are now being spread
all over the country again in redundant depot buildings to make room at Toton. With the production of
steel to be cut on top of the construction and car problems it looks like freight flows associated with those
industries will also be cut…has anyone noticed a significant change yet ? With the new timetables have
come new services and liveries, many of which are featured throughout the mag though again problems
have occurred. The planned high frequency WCML service also got off to a rocky start with the ‘knitting’
getting unravelled several times to the annoyance of Virgin. The folk of Brighton do not like the exWessex Cl.442s with several service disruptions, though it’s good to see them working again in another
livery and interestingly now displaying the full number. The two pink Cl.319s are certainly striking in their
rainbow livery advertising the Thameslink upgrade. The Wrexham & Shropshire services now seem to
have settled down with a Cl.67+DVT combination, though the refurbished coaches have yet to appear.
Hull Trains have announced they are to relinquish their Cl.222/1 Meridians to EMT and go over to all
Cl.180 Adelante operation.
On trips to London now it’s easy to see the major engineering works now being undertaken in
association both with the 2012 Olympics around Stratford and the various railway schemes. In fact
travelling on a Saturday across London is currently quite difficult by rail or tube and there is less stock to
see. It’s interesting to reflect on the old time honoured method of planning a day trip around the
depots/stations in London with the situation today and the forthcoming shape of rail network….there is
an article or two there, when I can get round to writing them.
Good news with the first public outing of 60163 ‘Tornado’, see reports and photo elsewhere in this mag.
It’s difficult to know how the preserved lines will be affected this year but on the evidence that I have
encountered in booking accommodation and a planned holiday in Wales later this year, it seems more
people are planning holidays at home. This may well prove to be good for local tourist attractions
including railways…let’s hope so.

ICRS Website Members Area: by Mark Richards
The access to the Members Area of the ICRS web site has recently changed with members needing to
enter a username and password. These can be requested by e-mailing mark@icrs.org.uk.
If you do not have or can’t remember your username and/or password you can gain temporary access to
the Members’ Area of the site by entering stpancras in lower case in both the username and password
fields. Please note that this temporary access will stop from 31st March so you will need to ensure that
you have requested your own username and password by this date.
Usernames and passwords can be a maximum of 10 characters (letters and numbers) in length with no
spaces. Confirmation will follow when your permanent log in details have been set up. Remember your
username and password is personal to you and must not be shown or given to anyone else nor
disclosed to anyone who is not a member of the ICRS.
If you have any problems accessing the members area please e-mail the Web Site Manager:
mark@icrs.org.uk. I do endeavour to reply to each e-mail within 24 hours of receipt but please be
patient, as sometimes replies may take a little longer.
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AGM:
Please note that although a date has yet to fixed, the AGM will be held on a Saturday at the end of
March or beginning of April at the Crewe Arms Hotel, as per last year. Details will appear on the website
as soon as confirmed.

Eastleigh Works Open Days, 23-25 May 2009:
The Society is intending to have a stall to promote our publications and we are looking for volunteers
who live in or around the area to help man it over the three days. Your editor will be there so come and
give a hand and take advantage of a great opportunity to meet me and other members in person. If you
are interested please contact Maurice Brown, address on page 2. Several members have already
offered their services, but more the better as two members will need to man the stand at any one time
and more help will allow others to have a break.

Member’s Letter:
Just writing to offer my services for Eastleigh Open Day as I live locally, and I’m willing to help anytime,
any day required. Its good to see the society still going strong and the publications still the best on offer.
Keep up the good work. All the best
Dave Barlow

Membership Matters:
Membership Rates:

ICRS: Annual: £15.00 (five year rate: £75.00)
UK Transport Group: Annual : £26.00
New Members: The following new members have joined this month: Adrian Burch (Southend–on–Sea),
John Boulding (Newcastle–upon–Tyne), David Ellis (Lincolnshire), Gerald J. Garland (Derbyshire),
Graham Hobbs (Winchester), Carl Needham (Nottingham), Ian Singleton (Lancashire), Keith Skelton
(Cambridge), Kevin Teague (Exeter) - a warm welcome to you all.

Membership Renewals: It is still taking quite a long time for members to renew their subscriptions to the
society. We send out two renewal notices, emails are sent and telephone calls made to members whose
renewals are overdue. It fact it can be a couple of months before the renewal is received – sometimes
when members are deleted, they suddenly realise they haven’t received their Tracks magazine and
telephone to find out why ! Also when members return their renewal form, could you please make sure
you enter your membership number, most of you do but there are a few who appear can’t be bothered.
You receive a membership card with your number on and you can also find your membership number on
the magazine envelope, so please, it is not too difficult.
Credit Card Renewals: When you renew by credit or debit card, could you please make sure you
understand what information is required on the form. A few of you are having difficulties in doing this. So
if you are unsure would you please send a cheque or postal order.
Cheque Renewals: If you renew your membership by cheque and decide at the same time, to become
a member of the UKTG, please make payment to ICRS – NOT UKTG - as there is no bank account set
up for this organisation.

Magazine Submissions:
Contributions to regular features should be sent to the appropriate officer. Any information / article on
any railway related item will always be most welcome for inclusion in the magazine. Your travel stories /
anecdotes about far flung parts of the railway network, past or present can give pleasure to others or
inform of places to visit. This railway hobby of ours is made all that more enjoyable by the sharing of
information, knowledge and experiences. Neatly hand written submissions are perfectly acceptable, but
if you have a PC, then a document on CD is a bonus or better still e-mail them to the appropriate official.
Good quality photographs are always welcome for inclusion in the magazine, prints or preferably high
resolution (3 million pixels minimum please) digital photographs via e-mail. Please include full contact
details with any submissions.
The latest date for articles / info for the next magazine is Friday 27th February 2009. Items for Out and
About Sightings should be sent in to James Holloway a few days earlier please.

Magazine Contributors:
Thanks to Mike Avis, Ian Feather, Ian Roberts, Brian Derricote, Tom Holland, Derek Sneddon,
Nigel Hoskins, Paul Tarrant, Mike Rumens, Mike Hillier, Gordon Wharrie, James Holloway, John
Palin, Ray Smith, Martin Hall & Trevor Roots. We are sorry if anyone has been missed. All photos by
Trevor Roots unless shown otherwise.
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ICRS / HB Publications Review
by Trevor Roots
UK Datafiles No 4 Combined Volume Jan 2009:
The very latest version of the Combined Volume is
now out with all data correct to 1st January 2009. All
the latest stock changes are included, even DB
Schenker as the new owners of EWS. All the listings
are correct for proposed new stock.
With its up to date clear format and comprehensive
content, the Combined Volume is an essential aid to
any self-respecting spotter and good value at £14.99.
Thanks must go to compiler Carl Watson.

Publication Discounts:
Just a reminder to ICRS members regarding publication discounts. The 20% discount is only available to
members when they purchase books direct from HB Publications Ltd - NOT from the Ian Allan shops.
This also applies to any open days or shows where ICRS have a stand selling ICRS / GB-BG
publications. The 10% loyalty discount Ian Allan gives to members is only available on IAN ALLAN
publications.
Please also note that the 20% discount off the price of publications, generously given to members, is at
the discretion of HB Publications Ltd.

‘The Colwich Triangle’ - I think we should be told: by Cassandra Sweeting
On 6th Jan 1968, E3011 sliced through a Wynn’s low loader carrying a 120ton transformer across the
newly installed Hixon automatic crossing, killing the 3 railmen in the cab and 8 passengers.
On the 19th Sep 1986, the driver of northbound 86429 ‘The Times’ misinterpreted new signals and
crossed a diamond junction right in the path of southbound 86211 ‘City Of Milton Keynes’. Though the
northbound train had almost stopped through an emergency brake application, 86211 hit 86429 killing
the driver, Eric Goode. A local resident erected a memorial to him, rededicated in 2006. The driver &
secondman of 86429 jumped clear and remarkably no passengers were killed.
In the early 90’s a car driver travelling ‘in convoy’ with two other vehicles (he’d been watching too many
US ‘road movies’! As members are aware “Trains won’t hurt you, they blow their horn and stop”). He
tried to beat an Inter City express think t’was an 87, but hey what does a mere woman know about
trains? To the crossing with the inevitable result. The crossing was eventually converted to a bridge.
Another example of the railway going to the expense of saving motorists from their own folly
Light aircraft crashed in the ‘V’ of the WCML and Stoke line at Hixon bringing down power lines. The
three people in the Cessna were unfortunately killed.
Spooky !!
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Traffic & Traction News
by John Barton
January 16 (cont)
66726 working the 4E33 Felixstowe North Doncaster Railport, seen passing Finningley
Level Crossing heading towards Doncaster at
17.31 hours today.
January 17
35028 'Clan Line’ with 67021 on rear working
1Z82 London Victoria - Southampton East
Docks departed Victoria at 10.26 on time.
66598 solo on 6Y33 Fairwater to Bristol East
Jnct, roared away from Taunton station from
standing start at 21.28 hrs, with track renewal
train consisting 23 YXAs loaded with concrete
sleepers, machines DR78801/11/21/31 and 2
YSAs. Debris on line has caused delays near
Taunton after some ferocious wind and rain.
January 18
66007 with 6W32 passed through Exeter St.
David’s at 15.30, consist was 996974/996642/
996648/621459/621464/996247/996332/996660
/996548/996917/99633/996219
January 19
47245 working 5Z47 09.53 Southall - Carnforth
passed Tamworth at 13.38 heading north, stock
was 9392/5216/5171/5200/1840/5222/13440
/9104/99371/5249/1961/5237/5236.
January 20
66229 was seen at Bescot after being towed
from Toton.
73212+73213 were seen in yard by Eastleigh
station, having arrived from St Leonard’s Depot.
Also seen was DRS 37667 in the Works coupled
to 4-CIG 1304. (see photos below).

January 2
A light aircraft crashed near Colwich Junction.
The WCML was temporarily closed with
diversions via the West Midlands.
January 3
37259+37605 booked today on the 5Z43 09:30
Heaton - Derby RTC at 14:29
43311+43277 passed north through Hartlepool
at 10.46.
66024+66046 on top line were visible between
London Bridge and Waterloo East at 10.00.
66730 top & tailed 66707 7G19 through
Winchester 22:09
92022 with a logoless 66229 passed West
Brompton 19.29 with 6B42 Dollands Moor to
Wembley with 1x cargowagon.
January 6
378003 and 377501 were observed at Litchurch
Lane:
66721 with 66725 dead in tow left Rugby at
14.53 on 4M21 Felixstowe to Hams Hall GBRF
liner.
January 8
180103 at Chorley today on a Blackpool Manchester bound Northern Service.
180106 was noted standing in Preston platform
3 today.
66302 passed Stoke Works, Bromsgrove at
14.33hrs on 4G20 Chaddesden - Portbury
empty coal hoppers.
January 13
66957 headed north through Prestwick at 23.33
today on loaded HH coal.
January 14
66558 was seen passing Gerrards Cross at
22.54 with empty wagons consisting of
641011/19/52/42/40/35/27/31/65/23/62/24/01/64
/49/12/43/02/25/09
January 15
395002 arrived at Ebbsfleet at 13.22.
January 16
Seen on St Leonard’s Depot were NR 73212 &
73212, GBRf 73209, 73207, 66703, 66704,
66707 & 66705. The four Cl.66s, on weekend
engineering work left the Depot at 11.15.
73212+73213 left for Eastleigh at 12.45.

January 21
67024 hauling a dead IC225 set, 82223 + 91127
was seen passing south through Langley Jnct,
Stevenage 23.18 taking the Hertford loop back
to Bounds Green after failing at York earlier.

66705/04/07/03 & 171730
with 73s hidden behind, St Leonard’s Depot
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January 23
66606 heading south through Moorethorpe at
15.45 with wagons 370510/675/681/603/571/
590/605/711/584/524/501/655/663/585/570/660/
608/53/09/606
Due to failure of 67016 at Weston-super-Mare
earlier with a coolant leak, 66006 travelled from
Westbury to Bristol Barton Hill to take over
running the FGW l/h diagram. Running as 0Z67,
it worked the 2C79 Cardiff - Taunton from Bristol
Temple Meads with 67028 on rear providing
heat and then worked 2C89 Cardiff – Taunton.
January 25
Fastline 56303 seen at Peterborough at 10.40,
using north end of platform 5 to reverse,
possibly on driver training.

January 31
60163 ‘Tornado’ (nameplates not fitted) working
it’s first public charter ‘The Peppercorn Pioneer’
as 1Z41, arrived in Newcastle for its first daylight
visit hauling 13 coaches. Though greeted by a
large well behaved crowd, National Express had
barriers put across the platform ends, for
unknown reasons, which prevented decent
photos being taken. 66002 ’Lafarge Quorn’ took
the empty stock to Tyne Yard as 5Z44. The
“safety elf” cancelled the return of 60163 to
Newcastle on Sunday, 1st February with the train
now departing from Doncaster and terminating
at Durham. This could have been due to the
Newcastle – Sunderland football derby being
played on the same day. (see photos below of
66002 & 60163 by Ray Smith)

EMT 222004 seen at York at 12.40.
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Out and About Sightings
by James Holloway
Paul Tarrant:
2nd January:
Stratford 12.20-14.02:
47375, 66035/054/715/731+325005, 90044/49
Nunhead:
11.24 66730+66707+66720+73205 westbound
12.14 66560 Thamesport-Leeds
12.24 66569+66541+66956 to Thamesport
27th January:
Stratford 10.54-14.18:
37069/611, 66193/433/501/536/576/579/625
66714, 90002/06/13/14/20/42/46/47/49

Mike Rumens:
13th January:
Nuneaton 15.07-16.14:
60010, 66109/570/577/590/714/720/722, 92005
153325, 170111/398/518/638, 350111/126
390004/06/29/30/34/46/48/52, DR73271/910
16th January:
Nuneaton 15.10-16.35:
66535/542/546/575/714/720, 90018/046, 92039
153325, 170104/113/397/520/523, 221107/118
350109/122/129, 390006/08/11/14/37/43/45/47
DR73271/929
20th January:
Nuneaton 14.30-16.15:
43014, 60044, 66413/540/579/721/731, 90046
92007/039, 153356, 170108/115/398/518/638
170639, 221107/118, 350104/107/109/126
390002/06/07/11/17/20/22/23/29-31/35/42/43
390045/47/52
21st January:
Nuneaton 13.50-14.05/15.20-16.05:
66415/533/573/708/721, 153325, 170113/116
170519, 350123/238, 390001/07/20/31/45/49
Rugby 14.18-15.05:
57305, 66429/434/504, 90041, 92001/041
390008/09/24/26/43/44/47, DR73107

Ian Roberts:
31st December:
Warrington:
66078/135/162/168/186
DR73426/946/949/77002/325
Brian Derricote:
12th January:
Birmingham New Street-Euston:
08897, 57309, 67021, 90045, 153325/333/334
158823/825, 170505/515, 321405/406/427
DR73107/190
St Pancras and King’s Cross:
43058, 90035, 222023/104, 313115
373017/018/213/214/219/220
Hornsey:
08750, 66710/730, 313025/26/35/38-40/44/50
313052/58/62, 317336/39/41/44/48
365506/15/18/39
Hither Green:
60059, 375602/604/611/626/629/706/814/815
375819/829/907/915, 376014/24/30, 465007
465011/029/049/158/161/173/239/246/247/914
465919/923/926/931
London Bridge:
171721/729/801/804, 319003/214/215/361/380
319423/430/431/434/435/437/440/447/451/453
319455/460, 375302/307-309/601/603/604/607
375609/610/613/616/619/620/626/705-709/712
375713/714/801/802/806/807/811/812/814/815
375821/822/825/829/830/902/903/906/910/912
375918-922/924-926, 376001-018/020-023/026
376027/028/030-036, 377103/106/107/109/111
377113/115/117/118/121/124/132/135/139/141
377142/150/153/157/162/163/208/212/213/403
377407/411/420/422/423/425/436/438/445/452
377459/465 455802/04/22/37/44, 456002/004
456007/21, 465001/002/004/006/007/011/012
465014/015/019/021/024/026/028/031/032/035
465036/042/043/049/152-156/160-162/165/168
465171/174/177/182-186/188-190/192/193/196
465235/239/240/242-245/247/902/909/912/913
465914/917/918/922/926/930-932, 466005/12
466021/22/28/37/39

Tom Holland:
15th January:
Doncaster 08.56-13.00:
08669/754/762, 43080/084/295/306/309/317
56303, 66025/039/054/097-099/104/124/126
66189/227/238/507/517/550/552/554/555/563
66612, 67024
Derek Sneddon:
Carmuirs West Jnct. and Camelon Station:
16th December: 66140 6A30
66424 4R77
66431 4H47
66250 6S36
17th December: 66250 6S36
66424 4Z77
66608 6A65
66417 4H47
66434 4A13
18th December:
66140 6A30
66417 4Z77
66434 4H47
66159 6A31
66419 4A13
66614 6H51
19th December: 66101 6K21
66421 4A13
66434 4Z77
66113 6S36
20th December:
66595+66614 6Y90 welded rails
21st December: 66431 4A11
22nd December: 66614 6A65
23rd December:
60068 6N44
66428 4S43
66433 4A13
66140 6S36
66431 4H47
66614 6A65
24th December: 66415 4S43
66433 4H47
27th December: 66415+66433 4H47
29th December:
66111 6S36
66415 4H47
66428 4A13
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9th January:
60021 6B13
57006 6Z64
47375 0Z75
43321/378 1V23
43304/207 1S51
43062/014 1Z20
43357/228 1V31
66534 4V46
66304 4G80
10th January:
66108 6V35
60021 6E47
66512 4V46
66149 6M60
66595 4V56
66117 6Z44
66186/206/075/013/129 0Z92
11th January: 66025 6M94
43357/285 1E63
th
12 January:
60026 6E41
66204 6V92
60021 6B13
66201 6M81
66041 4V81
66207 6B36
66302 4G20
47727 6Z47
66129/102/185/145/075 0F85
57006/47375 0Z94
31106 4Z08
13th January:
66128 6E47
66204 6Z82
60009 6E41
60021 6B13
66201 6V92
66108 6M41
66302 4G20
66303 4G19
66512 4V56
66061 6V35
66023 6E20
37688/229 6M67
57005/47810 0Z50
14th January:
66007/160 7V12
60009 6E41
57006 6V95
66722 4G09
th
15 January:
66722 4G09
66204 6V35
66137 6V68
66102 6Z82
66134 6E47
66168 7E10
66304 4G20
31415/47375/716 0Z73
66185 6M81
60009 6E41
16th January:
66040 6X51
66007 6V12
66204 6M98
57005 6V95
47375 0Z60
66003 6X36
66584 4V56
66060 6X52
66722 4G20
60021 6B13
66075 6E47
17th January:
66305 4G20
66119 6M60
60009 6E41
66137 6B47
66550 4V56
66584 4V56
66023 6V68
57006 6V95
31106 4Z08 with 6261+99605+9702

Barking:
66007/566, 150120/129, 357013/042/203/235
James Holloway:
16th January:
Water Orton 13.05-15.00:
60009, 66035/200/501/529/556/571/956
170104/106/109/110/112-116/636, 220008/013
221121
Nigel Hoskins:
Gloucester:
28th December:
43207/304 1V27
29th December:
43285/377 1V29
30th December:
31st December:
43285/357 1V23
43301/384 1V39
2nd January:
66596 4V56
3rd January:
66596 4V56
4th January:
43295/301 1V31
5th January:
66515 4V56
60018 6E41
66060/034 0E47
66731 6Z47
6th January:
60049 6E41
7th January:
66204 6E50

43257/285 1V31
60099 6B13
43321/378 1V19
66423/426 6M67
66108 6E50
60091 6E41
43207/304 1V31
43321/378 1V19
60018 6E41
60066 6B13
66548 4V61
47237 0Z50
60018 6E41

60066 6B13
43207/304 1V39

66149 6V69
60026 0E20
60085 6M81
60066 6B13
47810+43097/165 5Z46
57006 6Z95
60031 6Z98
66301 4Z20 37612/604 6Z67
60066 6B13
66200 6V19
66165 6X52
60049 6E41
60021 6B13
66722 4Z20

Preservation Photo Spot

13236 (08168) painted black to complement
the normal all steam railway
currently on temporary hire from the
Battlefield Line, Shackerstone
Sheffield Park, Bluebell Railway
18 January 2009

Wickhams Railbus 999507
ex-RTC Lab coach 20
recently bought from the Middleton Railway
Isfield, Lavender Line
18 January 2009
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Lincolnshire Sightings
by John Palin
15/12
05.40 66724 4Z15
CH-IM
10.29 56311+56312 6Z56
WH-IM
12.05 66724 6Z15
IM-IB
12.55 66620 6M00 HR-KY
14.10 66615 6E54
KY-HR
16/12
05.30 66303 4Z15
CH-IM
07.12 56312+56311 6Z57
IM-WH
08.20 60024 6E46
KY-LR
09.05 66006 6M57 LR-KY
10.37 66089 4D99
WP-IM
11.18 66303 6Z15
IM-IB
14.05 66620 6E54
KY-HR
17/12
05.24 66304 4Z15
CH-IM
08.50 60024 6E46
KY-LR
11.19 66304 6Z15
IM-IB
12.55 66620 6M00 HR-KY
14.10 66615 6E54
KY-HR
18/12
05.45 66724 4Z15
CH-IM
08.21 60024 6E46
KY-LR
08.44 66079 6M57 LR-KY
10.47 66146 6D31
LR-WB
12.07 66724 6Z15
IM-IB
14.07 66615 6E54
KY-HR
19/12
06.05 66305 4Z15
CH-IM
10.50 66107 6D31
LR-WB
13.00 66615 6M00 HR-KY
13.20 66305 6Z15
IM-IB
24/12
14.00 66615 6E54
KY-HR
15.08 66061 6E82
CW-LR
17.25 60009 6E41
WL-LR
18.50 66107 6Z96
IB-LR
19.55 60065 6E59
KY-LR
20.30 66043 6E38
CB-LR
21.34 66124 6E55
TH-LR
27/12
14.00 66155 4D99
WP-IM
15.10 66615 6E54
KYHR
20.46 60065 6E59
KY-LR
28/12
23.40 66079 6V70
LR-CB
29/12
13.38 66118 4R17
WB-IM
13.47 66615 6E54
KY-HR
15.10 60063 6E82
CK-LR
17.24 60009 6E41
WH-LR
18.39 60031 6M24 LR-KY
20.15 66206 6E55
TH-LR
20.35 66079 6E38
CB-LR

29/12 (cont)
22.37 66043 6V96
LR-DT
23.40 66227 6V70
LR-CB
23.44 66620 6E68
KY-HR
30/12
13.40 66109 4R17
WB-IM
15.15 60018 6E82
CK-LR
15.27 66620 6E54
KY-HR
17.26 60009 6E41
WH-LR
18.40 60031 6M24 LR-KY
20.20 66043 6E48
DT-LR
20.32 66227 6E38
CK-LR
21.03 60063 6E59
KY-LR
22.55 66079 6V84
LR-TH
23.37 66039 6V70
LR-CB
23.59 60091 6V98
LR-WL
2/1
08.20 66155 4K97
WP-IM
08.40 66305 4Z15
CH-IM
11.57 66019 6B11
IM-WB
13.20 66305 6Z15
IM-IB
13.46 66620 6E54
KY-HR
3/1
07.40 66155 4K97
WP-IM
08.37 66168 6B05
IM-WB
08.38 60065 6E46
KY-LR
11.24 60031+60063 6M57
LR-KY
11.33 66248 4Z53
RC-IM
5/1
05.45 66065 6B05
IM-WB
08.35 66304 4Z15
RC-IM
10.55 60031 6Z98
LR-WL
12.50 66620 6M00 HR-KY
13.07 66155 6B11
IM-WB
13.40 66065 4R17
WB-IM
13.55 66304 6Z15
IM-IB
6/1
05.40 66065 6B05
IM-WB
08.40 60048 6M57 LR-KY
08.46 66168 4R11
WB-IM
08.50 66421 4Z15
CH-IM
12.47 66168 6B11
IM-WB
13.41 66065 4R17
WB-IM
13.51 66421 6Z15
IM-IB
14.07 66618 6E54
KY-HR
7/1
05.50 66065 6B05
IM-WB
08.25 60091 6E46
KY-LR
08.38 60099 6M57 LR-KY
12.57 66155 6B11
IMWB
13.40 66065 4R17
WB-IM
14.01 66620 6B05
IM-WB
8/1
05.52 66065 6B05
IM-WB
08.25 60091 6E46
KY-LR
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8/1 (cont)
08.30 66155 4R11
08.37 66303 4Z15
08.41 66187 6M57
10.44 60099 6D31
12.40 66189 6B11
13.41 66065 4R17
13.46 66303 6Z15
14.02 66618 6E54
12/1
06.22 66238 6B05
08.50 60031 6M57
09.20 66168 6B62
09.39 31105 4Q08
12.54 66620 6M00
13.23 66184 6B11
13.33 66304 4Z25
13.38 66238 4R17
14.02 66618 6E54
14/1
13.49 66189 6B97
14.17 66618 6E54
15.07 66040 6E82
15.12 66305 6Z15
17.35 60009 6E41
18.30 60026 6Z96
20.35 66176 6E38
22.40 66040 6V70
23.35 60009 6V98
23.42 66620 6E68
15/1
14.10 66618 6E54
15.08 66091 6E82
17.34 60009 6E41
18.52 66017 6F17
20.03 60031 6E59
20.35 66040 6E38
22.40 66043 6V70
22.55 66099 6E81
23.10 60048 6V84
23.54 60009 6V98
16/1
13.35 66017 4R17
13.45 66301 6Z15
14.15 66620 6E54
15.05 66083 6E82
17.30 60009 6E41
18.40 60091 6M24
19.30 66302 4Z24
20.03 66078 6E59
20.12 60048 6E55
21.02 66043 6E38
21.15 66413 4Z55
21.43 60094 6E27
23.20 66040 6V70
23.42 66618 6E68

WB-IM
CH-IM
LR-KY
LR-WB
IM-WB
WB-IM
IM-IB
KY-HR
IM-WB
LR-KY
IM-WB
DY-IM
HR-KY
IM-WB
RC-IM
WB-IM
KY-HR
IM-WB
KY-HR
CW-LR
IM-IB
WL-LR
IB-LR
CB-LR
LR-CB
LR-WL
KY-HR
KY-HR
CW-LR
WL-LR
IM-CM
KY-LR
CB-LR
LR-CB
CW-LR
LR-TH
LR-TH
CM-IM
IM-IB
KY-HR
CW-LR
WL-LR
LR-KY
CH-IM
KY-LR
TH-LR
CB-LR
CH-IM
BW-HR
LR-CB
KY-HR

Location Codes:
AW Aberthaw
BH Bedworth
CK Colnbrook
CM Cottam
CW Colwick
CY Corby
DP Didcot PS
DR Doncaster
DX Drax

EB
EU
FN
HM
HR
IM
KN
KY
LN

LY
NC
NT
PB
RE
RP
RY
SA
SB

Eggborough
East Usk
Foxton
Healey Mills
Humber
Immingham
Ketton
Kingsbury
Lincoln

Lindsey
Norwich
Newport
Peterborough
Ratcliffe
Rugeley PS
Rugby
Swansea
Swinderby

SN Spondon
TO Toton
WB West Burton
WD Washwood H
WH Westerleigh
WJ Watford Jnct
WN Welton
WP Worksop

Railway Cuttings
Wales: by Michael Hillier
A Student from Cardiff is fighting for his life after being hit by a train. The family of Rhys Thomas, age 19,
are keeping a vigil by his bedside at Bristol's Frenchay Hospital. Mr. Thomas who is studying physics at
Bath University, was hit by a train at Bath Spa station in the early hours of the morning on November 4.
A hospital spokesman said that the second-year student was last night said to be in a critical but stable
condition. A University of Bath spokesman said: "Our thoughts at this time are with Rhys and his family.
We are providing all the necessary support we can for the family.”
fire-fighters from Bath helped paramedics get into the locked station at 3.50am last Tuesday after
emergency services were told that a man was inside. When fire crews and paramedics reached the
platform, they found him lying on the track with foot, shoulder and head injuries. Mr. Thomas was
originally taken to Bath's Royal United Hospital but was then moved to Frenchay. Fire crews stayed
behind at the station to search for a second man who had also been reported to have been in the area
but did not find anyone. The incident is not being treated as suspicious but the BTP are still conducting
an investigation. First Great Western has not revealed how Mr. Thomas may have got into the station
and would not discuss security. The train involved was the Penzance - London Paddington sleeper
service. Rail services through Bath were disrupted for between two to three hours, with trains diverted
around the city.

Cotswold Line: by Gordon Wharrie
Time-saving improvements are on track for the Cotswold Line, but commuters will face disruption as the
work is carried out. The long-awaited double-tracking scheme on the Oxford to Worcester line aims to
transform the service's reliability and frequency. Fifteen miles of track will be updated next year between
Moreton-in-Marsh and Evesham. But passengers will be hit by a six-week closure during the school
holiday period between July 18 and August 30. Operators First Great Western will distribute leaflets to
customers advising them of alternative bus transport, which will be laid on while the works go ahead.
Spokesman Adrian Booth said: "On parts of the track affected by the closure we will provide shuttle bus
travel and this will put extra time on journeys." A further one to two-week closure is also expected in
2010 so the project can be completed in October of that year. Cotswold Line Promotion Group, which
has campaigned for the improvements, says the closures will be outweighed by the long-term benefits.
Chairman Derek Potter said: "We've been waiting for this for 30 years and it's essential to improve
services on what's been one of the worst performing lines. The overwhelming reason is so that trains will
run on time and it gives us the capacity to run extra trains. At present-we have some two-hour gaps and
if someone turns up and has just missed a train, it's pretty frustrating. We hope to run an hourly service,
half-hourly at peak time. This work has to be done some time and a six-week closure is preferable to the
work being done at weekends, where you run the risk of the track not being in a fit state to use on
Monday morning and causing major delays."
Network Rail has already started preparatory work, which includes clearing vegetation and installing new
signalling cables. Mid-Worcestershire MP Peter Luff said: "There will be some disruption during the
summer holidays but by the end of the project I expect to see a dramatic improvement in the rail service.
Hopefully in around two years' time we'll be enjoying a service closer to the high standards people
deserve.”
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Location ‘Spot’light
by Trevor Roots
This feature is intended as a guide to various popular spotting locations around the country and will
include how to get there and what rolling stock you might see in a constantly changing railway scene.
Please let me know If you can provide similar details on other locations or if you want a particular
location reviewed in future editions. Please also let me know if any details are wrong or if you can
provide up to date information. Contact editor@icrs.org.uk

WANDSWORTH ROAD STATION, LONDON
Location: OS Map Ref: TQ293 762
Wandsworth Road Station is situated about 1 1/2 mile south of the River Thames in the London Borough
of Lambeth on the line from Victoria to London Bridge.

South Eastern 465929 heading northwest on the up ‘Stewarts Lane’ line to Victoria crossing Factory Jnct
with South Eastern 465046 similarly heading to Victoria but on the up ‘Chatham Fast’
the famous landmarks of the gas holders and Battersea Power Station are in the background
the ‘Atlantic’ lines off to the left lead via Battersea Park to Victoria
the line to the left of 465046 is the ‘Chatham Reversible’ line, 8 August 2008

Southern 456019 departing platform 1
on the stopping service to Victoria
8 August 2008

South Eastern 375612 heading to Victoria
on the up ‘Chatham Fast’
8 August 2008
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Access:
Rail: There is a twice hourly stopping shuttle service operated by Southern between Victoria and London
Bridge, currently at 15mins past/to the hour. Journey time is 5 mins to Victoria via Battersea Park
(Brighton line interchange) and 20 mins via Clapham High Street (tube interchange) to London Bridge. It
is proposed that London Overground service the station in the future. Though South Eastern pass
through the station, they do not stop.
Bus: There are frequent local bus services that pass the station entrance.
Tube: The nearest station is Clapham North less than 1/2 mile away on the Northern Line, which has an
interchange with Clapham High Street.
Road: Wandsworth Road Station is situated on the A3036 which runs parallel to the south bank of the
River Thames and passes both Clapham Junction Station 1 1/2 miles to the southwest and Vauxhall
Station a similar distance to the northeast.
Station Layout: The station lies on a southeast / northwest alignment with the up and down ‘Atlantic’
lines running through the simple twin platforms, numbered 1 & 2. There are ‘bus’ shelters on each
platform. The entrance is off the A3036 Wandsworth Road, which runs under the tracks, rising up to
platform 1. A footbridge then crosses over to platform 2, which though only has one ‘active’ face is an
island platform. There are three further tracks running to the northeast of the island platform, the nearest
being the ‘Chatham Reversible’ with the up and down ‘Chatham Fast’ outside of that. Northwest of the
station are the various Factory Junctions from which the Brighton and Waterloo main lines are accessed.
So now comes the complicated descriptive bit of the various lines, which all makes sense if you look at a
map or aerial photo. The ‘Atlantic’ lines diverge off to the left crossing the ‘Ludgate Lines’ to Victoria via
Battersea Park on the Brighton main line. The straight on lines from Factory Jnct become the ‘Stewarts
Lane’ lines, which dive under the ‘Chatham’ lines and the Waterloo main lines before joining the former
at Battersea Pier Jnct. Though there is a connection between the ‘Chatham Reversible’ line and
‘Ludgate’ / ‘Stewarts Lane’ lines, the ‘Chatham’ lines run direct to Victoria crossing the Waterloo main
lines. The ‘Ludgate’ lines which pass under and then parallel the ‘Atlantic’ lines, rise up to Factory Jnct.
This is the route predominantly used by freight routed to and from the Brighton and West London lines.
Also to the northwest of the station lies Stewarts Lane depot below the level of most of the surrounding
tracks accessed from the ‘Stewarts Lane’ lines.
To the southeast of the station the five tracks swing round to the east passing under Larkhill Rise road
bridge before passing through the next station, Clapham High Street, less than 1/2 mile away.

GBRf 73206 + 73208 heading southwest light engine, 8 August 2008
note ‘Chatham’ lines on the right
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Passenger Traffic: Only Southern operates a shuttle stopping service with two Cl.456 EMUs between
Victoria and London Bridge. South Eastern using Cl.375 & 465 EMUs run through and past the station
on all the lines bar the down ‘Atlantic’ through platform 2.

now Aggregate Industries 59103 Village of
Mells’ heading northwest, 8 August 2008

FL 66615 heading northwest, 8 August 2008

Freight Traffic: A variety of freight traffic passes through the station usually in the hands of Cls.56, 59,
66 and 92 operated by DB Schenker (EWS), Freightliner, GBRf, Fastline Freight and Aggregate
Industries. The most common flows are stone, sand, scrap, intermodal, departmental and cars. Other
less frequent flows can also be seen and in addition the weekly Dungeness flasks pass through on
Wednesdays in the hands of DRS locos.
It is common for light engine and other one off movements to occur, so other loco classes can be seen.

now DB Schenker (EWS) 66192 approaching from the southeast with JTA bogie aggregate wagons
8 August 2009
Best Spotting/Photography Sites: There are limited spots to view, with the extreme ends of platform 2
being the best. For photos in the afternoon with the sun behind, then platform 1 could be best for freight,
which only passes through the platform lines. Be aware that the station is fairly quiet with few people
around and no overlooking properties / roads, other than the block of flats seen in the photos above.
Facilities: Nothing on the station, but there are shops on Wandsworth Road.
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Railway Globetrotters
by Ray Smith
HARZER SCHMALSPUR BAHNEN (HSB) – Part 1:
Location:
The Harz (pronounced Hartz) Mountain Railway is almost in the centre of Germany. It is metre gauge.
To simplify, the system has 3 basic lines totalling 81 miles (131km). The Harzquerbahn (Cross Harz
Railway), runs from Wernergerode, in the north to Nordhausen, in Thuringen, at the southern end. The
Selkeltalbahn (Selke Valley Railway), operates from Gernrode (although a new line up to Quedlinburg,
7.2km has now been built) to Eisfelder Tamuhle, where it connects with the Harzquerbahn. The third
line, which is the busiest, is from Drei Annen Hohne, on the Harzquerbahn up to the Brocken summit.
This is really a branch line. This section of the railway covers severe terrain, with sharp curves and
gradients up to 1 in 30! It is mainly operated by the 1954 – 1956 built 2-10-2T steam locomotives. These
can be supplemented by the “Red Camels” or railcars (see locomotives and units). The entire line has
only 1 tunnel, 100m long.
The main loco shed is in Wernegerode, with the workshops at Wernegerode Westentor. Other sheds are
in Nordhausen, Gernrode and Benneckestein. The company recognises the attraction for enthusiasts,
and sensible visitors are accepted. There is a viewing and photographing gallery alongside Wernigerode
shed. Slightly silly people, like one who stood on the main DB running lines to take a photo will be
ejected! (And I agree as this spoils things for sensible people).

Red Camel, 199 861 with 99 7239 behind
Wenegerdode, 20 October 2008

99 7237 with 99 7236 peeking behind
Wenegerdode depot, 20 October 2008

with 3 other steam
locos behind
2-10-2T 99 222
stands on shed
Wenegerdode
depot
20 October 2008
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History:
The railways first train ran from Wernegerode to Schierke 0n June 20th 1898. The railway was an
essential part of the local transport network carrying freight and local passengers between the small
towns, villages and remote parts of the east Harz. It was also an important part of the planned economy
of the DDR (East Germany).
The Brockenbahn. This is a 19km branch and came into service on March 27th 1899. This became the
tourist line with promotional postcards depicting deer, fleeing from the trains, tall fir trees (before the
summit), smoke belching trains surrounded by snow and the Brocken hotel and station at the summit.
The Brocken itself, at 3747 feet, is the highest part of Northern Germany and lies at the heart of the High
Harz National Park. It has a place of honour in German folklore and culture, especially in the writings of
Goethe and Heine. Goethe, in the first part of “Faust”, describes it as the meeting place of witches on
Walpurgis Night (30th April). Throughout the area witches can be hanging from trees, sitting on roofs and
spotting the mighty 2-10-2Ts as they dramatically climb to the top.
All was to change. The popularity of the line continued for many decades until the “wall went up”. From
13th August 1961 the line from Schierke was closed to tourists and even locals. It became a Soviet
listening zone and therefore a restricted area. It stayed that way until Sunday, 12TH November, 1989
when similar to Berlin the crowds, after the originally mis-heard television broadcast (9th November
1989), believing that the wall was open converged on the gates, which were now open, shouts and
scream were heard, and the border guards welcomed them instead of trying to shoot them. Westerners
entered and Easterners left. It was only the older generation that remembered their previously
neighbouring places. Old acquaintances were renewed after many years. It was now a free Brocken for
a free people. The line was restored and renewed services started again on 15th September 1991. This
line is responsible for around 80% of the total HSB turnover. Thankfully, due to the occupation, the line
stood still in time and hence the still steam operation remained. The Brocken has many moods,
Sometimes, excellent clear views of the area and other times, strong winds, cold and mist that from the
front of the train you cannot see the rear!

railcar 187012
Gernrode, 18 October 2008

Mallett 99 5906
Gernrode depot, 18 October 2008

Locomotives & Railcars:
The network is notable for its significant use of steam locomotives. This is primarily as a result of lack of
investment during the period the line was in the ownership of Deutsche Reichsbahn between 1945 and
1993.
The mainstay of the network are the 2-10-2Ts. 99 (7)222 was the prototype, built in 1931. Still in regular
service today, despite rolling down an embankment after floods washed away the line in a year I cannot
remember. Can any reader help?
99 7231-47 are the mainstay of the company. Built between 1954 and 1956 most are still in service. 99
(7)247 is long stored at Gernrode depot and 99 7234 is stored in Wernegerode depot, devoid of all
number plates.
99 5901-03 (built 1897/8) and 99 5906 (built 1918), These Mallet locomotives are part of the historical
fleet. No 1 and 6 are black and used regularly. No 2 is green and stored inside Wernigerode depot. No 3,
I could not find this stored locomotive!
99 6001 This 1939 built 2-6-2T is another of the historical fleet.
99 6101/2 both of these 0-6-0Ts, built 1914 and nicknamed Whistlers are also part of the historical fleet
are both named phonetically Pfiffi and Fiffi.
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199 005/6/010-012 and 199 301. These shunters are mainly stored and 199 011 is inside Wernigerode
Westentor works. An unidentified one is stored in the yard outside Gernrode station, and the rest, sorry I
do not know where they are.
199861/71/72/74/77/92. The “Red Camels”, Ex DR class 110 (201) Bo-Bos, These 1976-78 built
locomotives were obtained by HSB and were re-bogied to metre gauge as Co-Cos.
Then there are the railcars:
187001, built 1933, originally numbered T1
187025, built 1938, originally numbered T3
187011/13 built 1954, nicknamed “Fishfinger”
187012 built 1955 and is sad because it does
not have a nickname,
187015 built 1996, nicknamed “Wittenberger”
187016 - 19 built 1999, nicknamed
“Halberstadter”.interchange at Deak ter.
(see photo opposite of 187018 at Alexisbad)
All photos by Ray Smith
to be cont.

Diary of A Loco Spotter
by Eddie Rathmill – 1992 & 1993
1992
The year started off well with two 60s being copped at Crewe on January 4th and then on the 15th my
first named Cl.59/1, ‘Village of Chantry’ was seen at Reading along with two recently named HSTs. The
same day seven SR re-numbered units were also copped and the meal was excellent on the train home,
a good trip. On the 28th, another visit to Leicester and Loughborough and I saw nine more Cl.60s for the
first time including unnamed 60093. This loco wasn't due to receive the nameplate ‘Jack Stirk’ until
February 21st and so I would have to see it again. January 30th and another trip to London for an
extraordinary meeting (I wasn't complaining!) and three Cl.319s and three Cl.456s were copped as well
as twenty Docklands LR units (up to number 46).
February 18th and it was then my normal monthly trip to the capital, this time going on to Eastleigh in the
afternoon. Two recently named Cl.33s were copped and also three named Cl.47/7s. These together with
nine renumbered units and vehicle number 70551 at London Bridge Station and I travelled home
contented to say the least.
Oban was the destination for our holiday in March 1992 and I copped just two Cl.158s, not a very good
return for such a long journey but in the same month I had a surprise.... It was the 16th and I was on my
way to work when a Cl.37 was seen parked up at Manchester Victoria. The number was 37418 and the
nameplate read ‘Gordon Grigg’. This turned out to be a very valuable sighting as the engine was reenamed ‘Pectinidae’ shortly afterwards. Two days later I was off on the Pullman again, by now getting
quite use to this mode of travel, and Aylesbury was visited along with the London termini. 26 Cl.165
dmus were copped including 165026, which was already losing its number. I recorded it as -6-026. This
was another unit I would have to see again, I was becoming too particular…you can say, ed !! A trip to
Immingham on March 24th brought three more Cl.60s and two named Cl.91s were also seen en route.
Several mark 4 coaches were copped and I was now finally starting to make a hole in them.
The first Longsight Open Day came on April 25th with 316998 on show. I copped 37684 as ‘Peak
National Park’ and ‘Eastleigh’ was recorded for the first time with the number D6508. By now the
Manchester trams were being named and three had been seen. One of these, 1009 ‘CIS 125 SPECIAL’
was to carry that plate for only a short period; being renamed ‘COOPERATIVE INSURANCE’ a few
months later.
On May 15th I visited Cardiff copping one Cl.60, two named Cl.37s and one named Cl.47. I also saw
eleven Cl.158s for the first time. Then, four further Cl.158s were copped at Crewe on May 23rd and
another nine at Derby on June 9th. I was certainly seeing plenty of them!
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A trip to Brighton on June 17th and my first bonafide sighting of 60001 ‘Steadfast’. This loco had been
avoiding me since being built although on three occasions I had passed it whilst travelling (only the front
number 001 being visible each time)…good enough for me, that is being picky, ed.
And then the bad news, 89001 was put into store... and de-named, would I ever see ‘Avocet’ ?
Thornaby, Newcastle, Immingham (where I was getting quite used to balancing on the pipes to view the
depot), Doncaster, Haworth, Birmingham, Reading, Glasgow, were all visited over the next few months
but the only sightings worth reporting were those of the re-numbered Cl.86s and re-named 33025
‘Sultan’. I started to feel sympathy for those people who didn't keep accurate records !
After many months searching, I finally found DMU 54402. It was October 27th and I had decided to go to
Southall in order to pass Old Oak Common and Acton (in the hope of seeing a Cl.59/1) and on the return
journey L221 was stabled in Ealing Broadway Station, so that was it, definitely no more first generation
DMU numbers to get..... A final visit of the year to Eastleigh and I fell lucky, copping a Cl.60, twelve
renumbered SR EMUs plus vehicle number 67401.
A satisfying end to 1992.

1993
I decided to 'make a hole' in my Cl.165s and Cl.465s and so I headed for Reading (via London) on
January 20th and London Bridge on February 17th. All in all 24 units were copped, and renumbered
09101 was also seen for the first time.
Then, with stock in (my) mind, we took a break once again at the Station Hotel, Inverness. What a
holiday! - 31 coaches were copped and not only did I see 156478, but 156474/156477 were also there
bearing their front numbers. I was finally down to one Cl.156 - 156432. Several more Cl.165s and
Cl.465s were seen at London on March 17th and then the sight of 47489 at Crewe with an addition to its
nameplate.

37221, 26035 and 37099 ‘Clydebridge’
my favourite depot, early morning at Inverness, 10 March 1993
Eddie Rathmill
A new idea had been launched... Quality Approved and Quality Assured became the latest trend for
locos that carried depot names and this proved a right headache. Not only did it mean looking for these
engines again but, unless a photograph had been published, there was no way of knowing the exact
wording of the appendage, the railway press differed from magazine to magazine. Also, in the case of
56044 the additional plaque was positioned above the nameplate.
Another bunch of Cl.465s and this time Cl.466s also were seen at London Bridge on April 21st and I saw
my last District Line underground unit at Tower Hill. Several converted parcels vans were also copped at
Primrose Hill, would renumbering ever cease ? Now, where should I go to find these conversions in bulk.
I decided that Bristol was definitely the best place and, as so many vehicles now had new identities, it
was time to pay a visit, quick!
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So on May 12th I went west. Eleven coaches were noted and also 09105 was seen on route but the best
sightings of the day, without doubt, were the two class 47s stored at the back of Bath Road Depot. Both
47673 ‘Galloway Princess’ and 47675 ‘Confederation of British Industry’ were cops. London again on
May 19th and a mass of Cl.465s at London Bridge and this time Cl.159s at Clapham Junction.....yet
another class to collect, but a very easy one.
June 16th and I was off to London again (time permitting I was hoping to visit Ashford). The meeting
finished early and so I was lucky. My aim was to see the three renumbered DEMUs. 207101/2/3. The
second was outside the depot, the third in the station but 207101 was nowhere around. Still, two out of
three ain't bad (as Meatloaf says).
I checked my books to find that I was now down to one Cl.60 – 60089, but I had still not seen the number
on 60037 or the names on 60076, 60079 and 60093. I decided to visit Toton.... I got off the bus at
Sandiacre station and walked round to the now familiar hill overlooking the depot and the first loco I saw
was 60089 ‘Arcuil’. Then two minutes later I saw 60079 ‘Foinavon’. …b****** I still need that one as my
last !!, ed.
So I'd cleared the class but needed to see three again, one off the Midland depot and two off Cardiff. I
had also seen 47677,47972 & 56076 named that day and I'd travelled on refurbished HST coaches
41178 & 45084 as well. It had been well worth the trip.
The next visit was to Cardiff on August 18th in the hope of seeing my two Cl.60s. Unfortunately neither of
them were there. A month later I was luckier, not a Cl.60 but an EMU that I had been looking for ages.
The place, London Victoria - the vehicle, 76339 - I now wanted one more - 70995....
I hadn't been to Scotland for quite a while and so on September 22nd I headed north in search of the new
additions to the underground fleet. Not only did I see seven out of the eight but I also copped 60076
‘Suilven’ , surprisingly at Motherwell.
Doncaster on 23rd September and Birmingham on 25th September brought a few items of re-numbered
stock and then it was time for our Cornish Holiday and off once again to the Mount Prospect Hotel.
08644 was standing at Penzance station, in inter-city livery and bearing the name ‘PONSANDANE’
There were also two parcels liveried Cl.47s - so this is where all the RES locos go to hibernate!
‘Resolve’, ‘Resounding’, ‘Ressaldar’, ‘Respite’ and ‘Red Star’ were all seen at Long Rock and four
departmental DMUs, 988820+977821 and 977822+977823 were also parked outside the station.
A week later and I was back on London Bridge station adding to my list of Cl.465s and Cl.466s and then
it was over to Clapham Junction to cop a few Cl.159s. I also found time to nip down to Eastleigh, but
there was nothing there of interest.
Thornaby next on November 10th and the sighting of 37718 ‘Hartlepool Pipe Mill’ for the first time, (the
newly built road bridge was very handy) and then back to Darlington to catch the next HST up to
Newcastle.
What a sight when I arrived there, 156432 in the bay platform ..... this one had been avoiding me like the
plague. Cl.466 spotting again a week later and then a visit to Cardiff on December 8th where ‘Quality
Approved Cardiff Canton’ was seen (not the other way round). Also noted that day was 55655 with the
name ‘Mid Glamorgan County Council Morganwg Ganol’ although this was later proved not to be a
nameplate, but a logo! Whilst in South Wales I decided to make a special effort to view Margam and so I
made a quick return trip to Swansea. This turned out to be a total waste of time as neither of my two Cl.
60s were to be seen.
Crewe on December 12th and renamed 47568 ‘Royal Logistic Corps Postal & Courier Services’ was
outside the depot alongside 47778 ‘Irresistible’ - two cops. Then 47567 ‘Red Star ISO 9002 at the back
of the shed, another cop, and I'd only seen this one two months earlier with it’s previous name at
Penzance.
The final visit of the year was my December business trip to the Capital and I spent the afternoon on
Reading Station in the hope of seeing my last named Cl.59 - 59103. I was unlucky, seeing both 59102
and 59104, but my disappointment was cushioned by the copping of numerous Cl.165s and Cl.166s.
to be continued.
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Light Rail and Metro News
by Martin Hall
London: The extension to the Croydon Tramlink has now been formally cancelled and as usual a very
shortsighted attitude to the transport needs in a big city.

with the vast 2012 Olympic construction site on the left of the lines out of London Liverpool Street
new DLR cars 104+106 operate a truncated shuttle service, due to engineering works
Pudding Mill Lane, 17 January 2009
Edinburgh: The first tram (all be
it a life size mock-up) has been
delivered with the first fully
functional tram due to arrive in
2010.
Dublin: The red line is to be
linked with the new west
extension and it’s confirmed that
8 new Citadis trams have been
ordered from Alstom.
Stourbridge: Driver training has
begun for the Parry People
Movers 139 001/002 and interest
has been shown in the PPMs for
the Penistone Line tram-train
experiment.
Birmingham: The Midland Metro
is still fixed on its expansion
plans and has bought land now
that will be needed in the future.
Tram 10 has been out-shopped
in its new livery.
in the new Tramlink livery
the last of the 24 strong fleet,
car 2553 calls at
East Croydon Station
15 January 2009
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Wagon Corner
by Martin Hall
WAGON NEWS:
In a year of recession were the freight sector will have lower demand and may even have job losses,
another blow to rail freight has been delivered by DB Schenker (ex-EWS) who have has announced they
will be stopping the Quidhampton china clay flow.
The recent announcements from Corus will no doubt have a dramatic affect on steel flows.
Thieves are targeting the ‘Tesco Express’, as when the train stops at signals it is easy to get at the
goods through the curtain-sided containers.
DRS 66414 has been re-liveried for the new sister Grangemouth-Inverness ‘Tesco Express’. Similar to
66411, though without the later white cab roofs, it has been named ‘James the Engine’
Disposals (December):
Air Braked Stock: 110074, 350798/0817/1536/2905/3020/3136/3313/4965/5202/5959/6064/6091/6377
356959/7130/8492, 368011/8111/8214, 9550944/0952/1085/1137
Departmental Stock: DB996893
‘B’ Prefix Stock: DB745800
Track Machines: DRC81534/536, LDRP96511, BDC97716

WAGON REVIEW:
GWR 20Ton Brake Van
The GWR designed its own brake van and building began prior to World War I. They had a 13ft
wheelbase and a 20ft length overall, but in the end a slightly different standard design was adopted
having a 16ft wheelbase and 24ft body length. They were all 20 ton with ‘T’ hanger spring suspension
and Instanter couplings. The body had long reinforcing webs and was fitted with spindle buffers. Most
had type II handrails fitted with a 6ft 8in long veranda look-out.
Number Range: W68400 - W68995 (not all numbers were used)

ZPP DW68978 Lowestoft Harbour Works, 3 April 1985
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Martin Hall

GWR 20t Toad brake van 68684 Didcot Railway Centre, 15 April 2007
(this has just been released as a Ltd Ed OO Bachmann model, commissioned by Kernow MRC)

Preservation News
Spa Valley Railway, East Sussex - Eridge Extension by Trevor Roots:

photo 1from road bridge between old and new
stations (continuous extended platform)

photo 3 from footbridge in photos 1 & 2
With the railway closed until 21st March, feverish
activity is being carried out around the new
Groombridge station to upgrade a point and
create a passing loop. This together with new
signalling will be connected to a new signal box
being constructed on the extended platform from
the former station (still the access now private).
After 23 years, 2009 should see the exciting
prospect of returning a service to Eridge, from
Tunbridge Wells, with the preserved line running
for 1 mile alongside the Uckfield line.
For up to date info on the project (it’s moved on
since these photos were taken) visit the SVR
website spavalleyrailway.co.uk

photo 2 from footbridge further along in Eridge
direction (carriage sidings and Groombridge
Jnct are behind the photographer)

‘Southerham’, the lines Drewry 0-4-0 DM is seen
at work with an engineering train. 18 Jan. 2009
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Network News
West Coast Main Line by Mark Richards:
Timetable Changes:
Virgin has announced that it will delay the introduction of new weekday services between London Euston
and Chester, which were due to commence on 26th January 2009. The reason for the postponement is
understood to be due to making sure that the current timetable operates robustly before introducing
additional services. On posters displayed at Euston it says that “the situation will be reviewed on a
fortnightly basis by Network Rail” with no indication as yet when the new services will start.
London Midland has been operating an amended timetable on weekdays only from 5th January to 23rd
January while the new West Coast timetable settles down. This affects some off-peak services between
Euston and Northampton and Euston and Tring. It has now announced that amendments to the
timetable will continue from 26th January until 9th February from when the full published timetable is
expected to operate.
It is understood that the new Southern service from Milton Keynes Central to East Croydon via Watford
and Kensington Olympia will commence as planned from 26th January.

Milton Keynes Customer Information Upgrade:
Milton Keynes Central is due to receive a new customer information system by April 2009. The £1 million
system is being introduced jointly by Network Rail and London Midland and will replace the existing lifeexpired TV screens with new LED monitors and displays. The main departure board on the concourse
has been out of use due to a serious technical fault and will be replaced as part of the upgrading of the
system.

London King’s Cross by Trevor Roots:
As part of the ongoing four year
project to transform the station into
a “world class transport hub”
Network Rail is currently extending
the concourse area at the
bufferstops of platforms 5-8.
Consequently the tracks are being
cut back by about 20 metres. (see
photo).
The barrel roof to the trainshed roof
is also being repaired and cleaned
with new solar panels being added.
The famous internal footbridge (as
seen in ‘Harry Potter’ – The
Philosophers Stone) is no more
having been demolished over
Christmas 2008. It’s now a long
walk from the end of platform 8 to
view up close the stabled loco(s) at
the end of platform 1 !!

FCC 365536 & 365518 in platforms 8 & 7
sadly, note absence of footbridge in background
London King's Cross, 24 January 2009
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Days Out
by Mark Richards
NRM York, 17th January 2009:
A visit to the National Railway Museum at York has become an annual event for me and there is always
something new and different to see from the collection. The highlight of my most recent visit on 17th
January was seeing 60163 ‘Tornado’, which was undergoing attention in the workshop (not in a good
position for photo) before her debut on a mainline passenger-carrying run at the end of January. (see
report and photo by Ray Smith in Traffic & Traction News). I’ve seen, read and heard much about this
locomotive, including an excellent BBC documentary so seeing her for the first time was quite an
experience. Less her chimney and nameplates, nevertheless, ‘Tornado’ looks fabulous in LNER apple
green. ‘Tornado’ is a remarkable testament to the dedication and commitment of the A1 Locomotive
Trust; all the more so considering the last of this class was scrapped in 1966. I hope to see ‘Tornado’ on
one of her main line runs during 2009.
The Search Engine at the NRM celebrates its first birthday in February and although I didn’t have any
specific use of it during my visit, I spent some time browsing the library. There is a book here on
probably just about any railway subject imaginable and is a great place to escape from the screaming
kids!
Talking of which I think the NRM does a
good job of involving children and
families in the history and development
of the railways. I still feel that there is too
much emphasis on the historical aspects
and not enough about the modern-day
railway. Some of the more ‘modern’
exhibits need updating – references to
Network SouthEast and forthcoming
privatisation – are hardly recent!

What the NRM does better than
anywhere else is engage its visitors in a
story that is more than just about great
steam locos like 4468 ‘Mallard’ and 4472
‘Flying Scotsman’ but also about the
people that run the railways and the
great
social
and
technological
achievements
that
the
railways
delivered. I think the NRM tells the whole
story very well and hopefully this draws
in
people
who
are
non-railway
enthusiasts.
Personally one of my favourite parts of
the NRM is The Warehouse, which
displays an extraordinary range of items
from model ships to chairs, to station
nameboards to cutlery and dinner
services. It is fascinating and it amazes
me to think of the scale, reach and
influence that the railways once had and
how important it is that all these objects
are preserved and displayed because
they tell so much more than simply a
story about the railways. Already I am
looking forward to my next visit to the
NRM and seeing ‘Tornado’ in action on
the mainline…

4472 ‘Flying Scotsman’
under complete overhaul in the workshop
60163 ‘Tornado’ is behind on same track
NRM York, 17 January 2009
Mark Richards
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view of part of the warehouse where you can happily spend many hours
there are cabinets and drawers a plenty full of fascinating artefacts from all ages of railways
note ‘Harry Potter’ 9 3/4 station sign, NRM York, 13 May 2008

Stock Changes
by Trevor Roots (observations)
In order to compile as accurate and up to date list as possible, can members please pass on their
observations, particularly name changes and multiple unit reformations to the editor, Trevor Roots.
For a complete list of all stock, please consider purchasing one of our excellent publications.
Namings:
59206 John F.Yeoman Rail Pioneer
66414 James the Engine
Re-numbered: (HSTs & DVTs)
43057 to
43257
43110 to
43310
82130 to
82304
Re-numbered: (Hauled / HST Stock)
11020 to
41195
12077 to
45004
12080 to
45005
12085 to
42376
12123 to
42378
41025 to
42380
41036 to
42379

reformed FGW 158952 with 52745 leading which has been
split from 158745, Southampton, 20 January 2009
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New Stock Photo Spot

now out on daylight testing, Hitachi 395002 on a run from Ramsgate to St Pancras Int. via Swanley
then returning via Ashford and Canterbury, seen north of Ashford, 15 Jan 2009
Ian Feather

LM 350237 on a southbound London Euston service, Watford Junction, 14 January 2009
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Revised Liveries – a further selection

ex-SWT refurbished & re-liveried Gatwick Express 442402 (note full number)
Gatwick Airport, 15 January 2009

re-numbered & re-liveried Wrexham & Shropshire Railway DVT 82301 (ex 82117)
London Marylebone, 21 January 2009
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the very pink cab of rainbow liveried FCC 319365 ‘Transforming Farringdon’
East Croydon, 15 January 2009

EMT 158812 is one of the few multiple liveried units left which bears the marks of three operators
where the original ‘N’ Transpennine base livery has been superimposed by the white swirls of
Central Trains and now branded East Midlands trains…how long before it receives Stagecoach livery
Peterborough, 24 January 2009
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